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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

MR (magnetresonanastomografi) är en metod som gör det möjligt att avbilda mjukvävnad
i en patient. Detta genom att spinnet i väteatomkärnor ställs i en riktning ens med
ett starkt magnetiskt fält. Radiovågor skickas in i patienten, vilka överför energi till
väteatomerna. Denna energi avges sedan som radiovågor, vilka kan mätas och omvandlas
till en bild.
DTI (di↵usionstensoravbildning) används specifikt för att visualisera nervbanor. Metoden är känslig för di↵usion, slumpmässig rörelse av molekyler. I nervbanor sker di↵usion
inuti myelinet som skyddar nervceller, och mellan nervtrådar. I båda dessa fall är diffusionen begränsad i alla riktningar utom ens med nerven, så en mätning av di↵usionen
visar en bana ens med nerverna. På detta sätt kan vi kartlägga var nerverna går och
känna igen avvikelser.
Den nerv vi fokuserar på i denna rapport är trigeminus, som sträcker sig från hjärnstammen till ansiktet, och finns på höger och vänster sida. Då den är svår att avbilda
på grund av en bakgrund som varierar mellan skelett, hålrum och andra nerver, krävs
efterbehandling och anpassade metoder för att kartlägga den. De metoder som används
i detta arbete är probabilistisk traktografi och sfärisk dekonvolvering.
Probabilistisk traktografi innebär att ett steg av slumpmässighet introduceras i algoritmen
som kartlägger nervbanor. Detta gör det möjligt för mindre nervbanor att bli ”följda” av
algoritmen, vilket gör att man får med fler banor.
Sfärisk dekonvolvering är en process som kan representera di↵usionen i en punkt som en
kombination av di↵usion i flera riktningar, och inte bara en enda huvudriktning. Även
detta är ett sätt att involvera mindre tydliga nervbanor.
Under projektets gång har en process utvecklats för att förfina data från en MR
scanner för att ta fram di↵usionsrikntingar och använda dessa för att kartlägga nerver.
Det sista steget var sedan att mäta FA (fraktionell anisotropi ), vilket mäter hur starkt
riktad di↵usionen är, i roten av trigeminusnerven. Detta visade att nervens mätbara
form och utsrtäckning varierear kraftigt mellan olika hjärnor, men är inbördes liknanade
i samma hjärna. FA ligger på samma nivå för alla undersökta hjärnor.
Projektet har haft som mål att ta fram en grundmetod och påvisa att denna kan användas
för att visa på skillnader, vilket uppnåddes. För vidare användning bör den däremot testas
på fler friska frivilliga och jämföras med patienter, och det finns flera utvecklingar som
skulle göra metoden bättre, vilka nämns i slutet av rapporten.
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Introduction

to turn back toward the z-axis in a process called T1
relaxation. The z-component of M increases exponentially with a time constant T1 . The x/y-component of
M decays exponentially in a process called T2 relaxation, with a time constant T2 . This is caused by the
individual spins falling out of phase with each other,
due to small di↵erences in their precession frequencies.
The actual decrease is also sped up by local di↵erences
in the magnetic field, causing the Larmor frequency of
the spins to vary. Therefore a modified constant T2*
is often used.
1
1
1
=
+ 0
T2⇤
T2
T2

Di↵usion tensor tractography is widely used to visualize major pathways in the brain. There are several resources and software available for the processing
of MRI camera files, but they generally require time,
practise, and dataset-specific customization.
The aim of this project is to provide a step by step
manual, aided by a process script. It is intended for a
user with konowledge of anatomy, but not necessarily
physics or programming. The focus of this manual is
on difficult areas of the brain, specifically the trigeminal nerve, which is difficult to track due to its placement. For this purpose, tools and settings with high
sensitivity to minor pathways have been evaluated.
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where T20 refers to dephasing caused by B0 inhomogeniety.
Mxy (t) = M0 e t/T2

Theory

Mz (t) = M0 (1

t/T1

)

T2 is typically much faster than T1.
Depending on the time settings during the measurement, T1 or T2 have greater e↵ects on the result.
This is a main way of a↵ecting which substances are
more visible in the images. In particular, using a
shorter time between repetitions, TR, means that the
z-component does not have time to recover fully, so
tissue with shorter T1 gives more signal. This is referred to as a T1-weighted image. On the other hand,
using a long echo time, TE, means material with a
longer T2 have time to go out of phase. The contrast
will depend on T2 , known as T2-weighting.
The actual image is captured by measuring the induced current from the rotating M-vector in the magnetic field B. As M decays, it loses energy in the form
of an RF-signal. This signal can be measured by the
same coil which produced the original signal. [2]

An MRI camera is capable of applying three di↵erent types of magnetic fields. The strongest is a static
field along the primary axis, produced by a large coil.
Gradients in three dimensions can be added using specially shaped gradient coils. Finally, short bursts of
radio frequency waves can also be applied, using an
RF-coil.

3.1

e

MRI

MRI, or Magnetic Resonance Imaging, relies on nuclear
spin, often of hydrogen nuclei – protons. In general
the spins of individual nuclei in a volume are pointed
in random directions. When placed in a static magnetic field B = Bẑ however, they will tend to align
along the direction of the magnetic field. There are
two stable states, the spin pointing in the direction of
the field and against it. As aligning with the field direction represents a lower energy state, there will be a
greater number of spins pointed in this direction. The
net magnetization M caused by the spins is aligned
with B.
Nuclei of the same element have a typical precession
frequency, called the Larmor frequency

The e↵ects of dephasing in T2 are often countered
by using some variation of the spin-echo sequence. The
time from the initial RF-pulse to the time of the readout is called the echo time (TE). During this time, the
spins will gradually fall out of phase, but at TE/2, an
additional RF-pulse is applied, this time turning the
spins 180 degrees. Since this e↵ectively reverses the
system, the e↵ects that caused the dephasing are all
reversed, and so the phases of the spins will move back
toward being in phase again. At TE, the spins are back
in phase and the signal is read out.

!= B
where is the gyromagnetic ratio of that element. This
is typically hydrogen. The spins are initially in a low
energy state, but an RF-pulse resonant to this Larmor
frequency can transfer energy to the particle. This
excitation rotates the spin away from the z-axis. This
pulse is adjusted to rotate the spins 90 from the z-axis,
to lie on the x/y-plane. [1] M is now aligned with the
plane. The spins will now start to precess around B,
and the spins are in phase. The spins will also start

3.1.1

Spatial encoding

In order to divide a volume into voxels with set positions, gradients are used. The first partition is done using a gradient in the z-direction, causing the magnetic
field and therefore the precession frequency to vary
2

along the direction of the magnetic field. As stated
above, the RF-pulse must have the same frequency as
the spin precession in order to cause excitation. Only
the slice with resonant frequency to the RF-pulse will
contribute to the signal measured. In practise, protons within an interval of frequencies will be excited.
The thickness of the slice increases with the frequency
bandwidth of the pulse and decreases with the strength
of the gradient.
The position within the slice will be determined by
frequency- and phase encoding corresponding to the
x- and y directions.
The phase encoding is done by applying a gradient in
the phase encoding direction and allowing the spins
to fall out of phase due to the new Larmor frequency.
When the gradient is turned o↵, the phase of the spins
will depend on their position in the encoding direction.
This method is used to choose one row to sample along.
In the frequency encoding direction, this is simply done
by applying a gradient while the signal is read out.
This gradient causes frequencies to vary along the frequency encoding direction.
In this way we can sample the volume over all frequencies and phases, k-space. The signal can be described
by the fourier transform
Z
s(t) = f (x, y)ei2⇡[kx x+ky y] dxdy

Figure 1: Di↵usion occurs inside glial cells as well as
outside cells.
The axons of nerve cells are protected by myelin
sheaths. The myelin is produced by glial cells, which
surround and insulate the nerve cells. Di↵usion is restricted into and out of the myelin sheaths, but enabled
inside them. This causes the main direction of di↵usion
to be along nerves when they are present. The e↵ect
of this is amplified by the fact that nerves tend to lie
alongside each other in bundles, and a molecule within
a bundle will have its freedom of movement restricted
in all directions but along it.

where, with applied gradients Gx and Gy , kx and ky
are
Z
ki =
Gi (t)dt

3.3

And so the signal f (x, y) can be calculated through a
reverse Fourier transform. [3]

3.2

Di↵usion weighted imaging, DWI, is a way of measuring this di↵usion. [5] Using di↵usion tensor imaging,
DTI, we can represent the directionality of the di↵usion as a tensor. [6, 7] The diagonal of the tensor refers
to the extent of di↵usion in each coordinate direction,
and the o↵-diagonal elements to the correlation between them (i.e. rotation of the tensor). This directionality of di↵usion can be quantified by its fractional
anisotropy, FA.
r p
3 ( 1 h i)2 + ( 2 h i)2 + ( 3 h i)2
p
FA =
2+ 2+ 2
2
1
2
3

Di↵usion

Di↵usion is the random movement of particles or
molecules first observed by botanist Robert Brown and
described by Albert Einstein. This causes the particles
to mix. The mean-squared displacement depends on
the classical di↵usion coefficient, D, during a di↵usion
time
hx2 i = 2D
The di↵usion coefficient is described by Fick’s law
J=

Di↵usion tensor

Here, i are the eigenvalues of the di↵usion tensor,
and h i is its trace divided by three.
As myelin protects nerve cells, demyelination is connected to some nerve disorders. FA is one possible
diagnostic tool in these cases, due to the role of myelin
sheaths in the directionality of di↵usion. However,
decreased FA can be caused by either an increase in

DrC

which describes the net particle flux J in terms of the
di↵usion coefficient and the particle concentration.
Di↵usion occurs both inside (intracellular) and outside
of cells (extracellular), but is hindered by cell walls. [4]
3

3.4

di↵usion perpendicular to the nerve, or a decrease in
di↵usion along the nerve, so results of these types of
investigations are not unambiguous. [8]

3.4.1

2

Deterministic

With the di↵usion tensor calculated in each voxel, we
can use tracking algorithms to compute streamlines
from voxel to voxel. Deterministic tracking starts from
a seedpoint and follows the primary vector of each
voxel. The voxel directly in the direction of the main
eigenvector ( 1 ) is always the next voxel the streamline passes through. [6, 11] This method produces clear
tracks, but is best for tracking major pathways.

To measure this, we apply a gradient [9] to the
above described spin-echo sequence, some time during
the first half of the echo time, before the 180 pulse is
applied. This di↵usion encoding gradient causes the
Larmor frequency to vary along the axis of the gradient, in the way described above. This variation in
frequencies causes the individual protons to drift out
of phase with each other for the duration of the gradient. After this time, the phase will be dependent on the
position along the phase encode direction, i = i (x).
The molecules are then allowed to di↵use for a while.
In the second half of the echo time, after the pulse
had been applied, the phase di↵erence is then reversed
using the same di↵usion gradient. As the spins have
now been flipped, this second gradient cancels out the
e↵ect of the previous one.
However, this is only true for particles which have been
stationary in the time between the first and the second
gradient application ( ). A proton which is not in its
original position will have its phase shifted back either
too much or too little. f = i
(x). As they are
not in phase with the overall signal, these molecules
are measured as signal loss in the final image. The
process is described in the book Di↵usion MRI (2nd
Edition) - From Quantitative Measurement to In vivo
Neuroanatomy. [10]
The phase di↵erence depends on many factors, which
are combined into the b-factor of the experiment:

3.4.2

Probabilistic

To track less distinct details, probabilistic tracking is
an alternative. In this case, streamlines are not propagated only to the most obvious candidate, but also
to the adjacent voxels that have a lower probability of
being next. The direction the streamline takes is calculated randomly but weighted in the main direction,
with a lower probablity in a cone outward. Several
branches are propagated from each voxel, and the resulting streamlines may be seen as a measure of the
probability that a nerve in the seedpoint is connected
to another voxel. This method produces many incorrect streamlines, but also shows minor tracks that
might not show at all using deterministic tractography. The density of resulting streamlines connecting
two points can be seen as the probability that those
two points are indeed connected.

3.5

G2 2 (

Spherical deconvolution

DTI is very helpful for finding major pathways, but
smaller ones may be overshadowed by crossing fibers
in most voxels, and therefore problematic to track.
A solution to this is to use spherical deconvolution.
This iterative method describes a HARDI (high angular resolution di↵usion weighted imaging) signal as a
convolution of a response function with the fiber orientation distribution (FOD). Deconvolving this signal
then gives us the FOD. In this way, we can represent
the di↵usion in each voxel in several directions rather
than only one.

)
3
Here, is the gyromagnetic ratio of the hydrogen nuclei whose spins are measured, and G is the amplitude
of the gradients. A higher b-value implies a higher
sensitivity to movement caused by di↵usion. Higher
values let us measure a higher amount of the di↵using
molecules as more have time to move from their initial
position, but also gives greater signal loss. [9]
This method gives the ability to measure di↵usion in
one direction. To identify the main di↵usion direction,
several more acquisitions with gradients in di↵erent directions are required. At least 6 directions are required
to cover all degrees of freedom, but the more gradient
directions are applied, the better the resolution will be.
The number, direction, and order of the measured angles all a↵ect the quality of the measured result. The
ordering matters mostly in cases where the scan is interrupted before it has run fully. In this case a sequence which spreads out the measurements as much
as possible is useful.
b=

Tractography

3.6

Trigeminal nerve

The bilateral trigeminal nerve is responsible for sensation in the face. It originates from several nuclei in the
brainstem, has its root where it exits the brainstem,
continues into a nerve ganglion, and then splits into
several branches. The main three are the Opthalmic
nerve (V1), which distributes to the eye and nose, the
Maxillary nerve (V2) to the cheek and upper jaw, and
4
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the Mandibular nerve (V3) in the lower jaw. Due to
the great variation in surrounding tissue, it is difficult
to track.
Trigeminal neuralgia is a disorder a↵ecting the trigeminal nerve, causing severe facial pain. Blood vessels
causing pressure to the root of the trigeminal nerve,
eventually causing demyelination, is believed to be a
major cause of this. [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]

4.1

Acquisition

A 3T MRI scanner (Philips Achieva, Best, the Netherlands) was used for di↵usion as well as overview measurements. For the anatomical scans, T1 weighted
as well as FLAIR images were used. Di↵usion scans
were performed using a single-shot spin echo sequence
with echo-planar imaging (EPI) at b-values of 0 and
1000 s/mm2 , along 48 directions, 60 contiguous slices,
voxel size 2x2x2 mm3 , TE/TR of 77/6626 ms/ms. Five
healthy volunteers were included.

4.2

FSL

Most of the processing is done using the FMRIB Software Library, FSL. [17, 18, 19] The camera exports
files in the dicom format, and they must be converted
to NIFTI files to be handled. Sometimes the transformations done during the process might save a file
in hdr/img format, in which case the FSL function
fslchfiletype may be used to correct this.
bet, brain extraction, specifically set to 4D DTI set,
is used to output a mask. The mask may be eroded
using fslmaths if it is too large.
Between each step, the results may be checked in the
viewing program fsleyes. We run dtifit to fit diffusion tensors to the data, to verify that this looks
correct.
Di↵erences in susceptibility in the brain causes distortions in the magnetic field. This translates to
distortions in the measurement itself, which can be
corrected for using FSL:s topup command. These distortions show up in interfaces between material, such
as soft tissue, bone, and air.
The magnetic field passing through the subject produces eddy currents, which depend on the material.
These currents also cause distortions in the field, which
in turn produces image artefacts. FSL:s eddy command [20] can be used to correct these. [21]
The command dtifit is then run again to ensure that
the new directions are sound
When the corrections are done, the user may register
an overview scan (T1 weighted or FLAIR) to the same
space as the di↵usion data. This is done by extracting
the b = 0 scan from the set, and using the FSL script
flirt to register the overview scan to this one. The
result may look significantly less clear than the original
image, but masks based on the new overview image
will be applicable to the di↵usion data.
One benefit of using a registered overview scan is that
it can be used to create a mask which restricts where
in the brain the tractography will originate from. The

Figure 2: The trigeminal nerve, as it emerges from
nuclei in the brainstem and branches o↵ into the face.
(Source:
www.earthslab.com/anatomy/trigeminalnerve/)

3.7

Materials and methods

FLAIR

Fluid-attenuated inversion recovery is an MRI sequence used to to cancel out the unwanted contribution of CSF (cerebro-spinal fluid) to the final image.
This is done by applying a preparatory pulse which
inverts all spins to point away from the main B-field.
The net magnetization M then becomes negative. In
the following time, M will increase to zero and then
back to its max positive value. Fluid spins tend to
have a long recovery time (T1 ), so when fluid magnetization is at zero, other tissues have mostly recovered
their magnetization. Applying the ordinary RF-pulse
at this time will therefore not include contributions
from fluids. The downside is that the additional pulse
and recovery time increase the overall scan time, and
the desired signal will also be slightly reduced.
5

general shape of the masks used in this experiment
can be seen in Figure 3 below.
The mask ensures that tracks are only seeded in areas
of interest. Using this will still give tracks outside
the seed mask, but they will not start there. This is
done using fsleyes. In this case, an area containing the
brain stem and the branching o↵ point of the trigeminal nerve works.

Thresholds up to 80 degrees were evaluated, but upon
inspection in Trackvis this did not uncover any new
tracks.
The program was run twice for each volume, as both
traditional DTI and SD were used to produce vector
fields. SD was used in conjunction with the tracking
and DTI to produce scalar maps, specifically FA.

Figure 3: The placement of the mask. The white areas
restrict the search to the part of the trigeminal nerve
visible in the overview scan, while providing some margin for movement and error.

4.3

StarTrack

StarTrack is a Matlab based program which employs
two useful methods, spherical deconvolution and probabilistic tracking. [22] Before tracking, the function
Calibrate SD can be used to test out parameters and
find out if any axis needs to be inverted due to how
results are stored in di↵erent machines.
This project uses probabilistic tracking, so a seedmask
is used during tracking. A smaller mask reduces the
number of unnecessary streamlines, which is very useful when the number of iterations is high. The number
of iterations is set high (400) for the spherical deconvolution to fit the b-value of 1000. The probabilistic
tracking algorithm is done with 200 runs.
The absolute threshold value was chosen to be 0.002.
This in order to include tracks of interest while excluding as much noise as possible. See Figure 6 below.
The angular threshold was chosen to be 50 degrees.

Figure 4: Spherical deconvolution, white arrows show
the root of the trigeminal nerve.

Figure 5: Selection for spherical deconvolution.
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(b) 0.004

(a) 0.002

Figure 6: Spherical deconvolution displaying di↵erent absolute threshold values

4.4

Trackvis

trigeminal nerve. The high degree of noisy pathways
are caused by the use of a probabilistic algorithm.
In each case, the tracks have been produced by placing
one ROI where the nerves from di↵erent nodes bundle
together, and one where the nerve splits apart. In the
case where this could not be found, the ROI was placed
at the edge of the detectable tracks. From the images,
we can see great similarity between the left and right
sides of the same volume. Meanwhile the di↵erence
between the volumes is visible.
Trackvis was also used to estimate the mean FA along
the root of the trigeminal nerve. The scalar map from
StarTrack was applied to the tracks to do this. This
was done separately on either side of each object. (See
appendix for histograms.)

The .trk file produced by StarTrack can be opened by
the program Trackvis. The user can also open nifti files
such as registered overview files and the scalar maps
produced by startrack. [23]
Opening the file in Trackvis, the probabilistic tracking
results were initially messy and full of noise. By filtering away all tracks above the eyes as well as those
crossing from one hemisphere to the other (recall that
the trigeminal nerves are separate for eash side), the
set was rendered easier to work with. Using the previously registered overview scan as a guide, the trigeminal nerve could be isolated using an ROI. nerve.
Figure 11 shows a typical tracking process of the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 7: Step by step extraction of left and right trigeminal nerves, and (f) map coloured by FA at all points.
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Results

The spherical deconvolution (Figure 4) shows the
point on the left- and right hand side where the trigeminal nerve extends from the brainstem. The tractography is intended to both show where in the brainstem
the nodes are located, as well as show how the trigeminal nerve extends toward the face.
The tractography results successfully showed the
trigeminal nerve (Figure 8). In each volume, we can
see a similarity between the left and right sides, both
in thickness and extension of the nerve. The main
characteristics are listed below. However, there was
great variation in the length and width that could be
seen between volumes.

In Volume 1, the root is clear, but not much past
that, and it is comparatively thin.
In Volume 2, the root is clear, but the ganglion is also
visible, as well as the point where the branches start.
In Volume 3, the root is clear, as well as the ganglion
and branches. The root here is comparatively thick.
In Volume 4, the root is less clear, particularly on the
right side. The root is practically nonexistent, instead
the ganglion sits right outside the brainstem. As FA
was measured at the root, this made the measurement
difficult and therefore less reliable. The beginning of
the branches can be seen.
In Volume 5, the root and ganglion are clear, and so

Figure 8: Tractography of the trigeminal nerve.
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are the three branches. The nerve is also comparatively thick.
The noisy streamlines visible in the image are
caused by the uncertain nature of the probabilistic
tracking algorithm. This was then cleaned up as much
as possible using ROIs, but some remained. This
is why probabilistic tracking results are often better
represented by a lower opacity, where the perceived
intensity helps to represent the data to the user.
The trial volumes were tracked in the same way (Figure 10) and their mean FA at the nerve root noted
in Table 1. The values did not vary much, the only
notable di↵erence is that the volume with the highest FA (Volume 3), also had a relatively high lower FA.

Figure 9: Variation of FA

Table 1: Table of FA for each side of investigated brain volumes
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume

1
2
3
4
5

Right
0.33
0.33
0.40
0.26
0.40

±
±
±
±
±

9

0.14
0.15
0.19
0.11
0.15

Left
0.37
0.30
0.37
0.36
0.36

±
±
±
±
±

0.17
0.11
0.12
0.17
0.14

(a) Volume 1, Left

(b) Volume 1, Right

(c) Volume 2, Left

(d) Volume 2, Right

(e) Volume 3, Left

(f) Volume 3, Right

(g) Volume 4, Left

(h) Volume 4, Right

10
(i) Volume 5, Left

(j) Volume 5, Right

Figure 10: Comparison between the left- and right trigeminal nerve in five brains.
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Discussion

As can be seen above, using Trackvis for estimating
mean FA is inefficient and imprecise. This caused the
standard deviation to be unnecessarily high. Ideally,
some other program should be used to do this. Given
more time, this project would also have included the
use of a Matlab script for this purpose.

The process outlined in this report works as intended.
The shell script is more efficient than choosing and
writing each line of code by hand, while allowing for
some flexibility and control by the user. The script is
less efficient than it could be, one approach would for
example be to write a script which can accept any number of volumes at once and process them without user
input. Instead the current script requires the user to
write which file they wish to use and to make decisions
regarding the process. This is to provide flexibility for
which files to include, and to give the user the ability
to spot errors that can happen during the process.
The resulting tracks show similarities between left- and
right hand sides of the same brain, which implies that
comparisons between healthy and symptomatic sides
of the same brain could be used for diagnosis. The
measured FA stay similar for each healthy brain. The
exception to this is the right side of Volume 4, which
has an abnormal FA value. This is most likely due to
the difficulty in isolating the root of the nerve, which
illustrates the importance of the user looking at the
scans to interpret the results appropriately.
Comparing the standard deviation to the measured
value, it is possible that FA is a lacking measurement
in terms of the information it provides. This could
be determined by comparing the results to those of a
patient, which will be discussed further.

6.1
6.1.1

6.1.2

Partial volume e↵ects

The trigeminal nerve branches o↵ in di↵erent dirctions,
which causes it to thin out along its path. This makes
it very sensitive to partial volume e↵ects. These occur
when a voxel contains portions that di↵use di↵erently,
such as when a nerve track passes through an area of
mostly uniform di↵usion. As FA is calculated overall
for the entire voxel, this causes the measured FA to
be much smaller than the FA in the nerve track. One
way to counter this is to decrease the voxel size to increase resolution, which can be done by increasing the
magnetic field strength.

6.2

Further improvements

The use of topup was only briefly explored in this
project. Philips scanners only allow one b = 0 image per sequence, and topup requires two, where one
has the oppsite phase encoding direction to the other.

7

Limitations

Conclusion

A manual and script were produced for the processing
and analysis of MRI data. The resulting volume scans
could be used to identify similarities between tracks
in the same brain, and di↵erences between di↵erent
brains. Fractional anisotropy did not vary much between the healthy brains investigated.
The present method works, but could be greatly improved with additional steps. Further testing including
patients with trigeminal neuralgia would be helpful to
determine the usefulness of the method.

Time constraints

Due to the limited time of this project, only a few
volumes could be processed to test the method, and
all were of healthy volunteers rather than patients.
A comparison with patients would have determined
if there is a tendency for measurements of FA or the
shape of the tracks in patients displaying symptoms to
vary, either between the sides of the same patient or
as compared to a healthy baseline.
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A

Shell script

#!/bin/sh

# If you get some response to the effect of ‘permission denied’,
#write in the terminal window: chmod 755 process.sh
# Before starting the script, make sure that all data you will need is in the same folder.
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# Go to the correct directory and find the appropriate data file.
# Data, b-vectors and b-values should have the same basename.
echo Write the path to the directory containing your files. Leave blank if this is your current directory.
read -r path
if [ -n "$path" ]
then
cd $path
ls
fi
echo Which file contains your diffusion data? Write the name without file extensions
read dtiname

echo Look at your main data file. Which number volume contains the b0 scan? This is usually 0
read number
fslroi $dtiname b0_up $number 1

# Runs fsl's brain extraction
bet $dtiname dti_brain -F -f 0.2 -g 0 -m
fslmaths dti_brain_mask -ero dti_brain_mask_ero
echo Open the masks in fsleyes and choose one which contains the entire brain volume
echo Which mask would you like to use?
read maskname
dtifit --data=$dtiname --out=dti --mask=$maskname --bvecs=$dtiname.bvec --bvals=$dtiname.bval
echo Open V1 in fsleyes and verify the directions. Write OK to continue
read ok
fslhd $dtiname
echo Look at the orientation, is it right? y/n
read answer1
if [ $answer1 == 'n' ]
then
echo Correcting
fslreorient2std $dtiname $dtiname_reoriented
fslhd $dtiname_reoriented
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fi
echo Do you have an acquisition parameters file? y/n
read answer2
if [ $answer2 == 'n' ]
then
echo Open fsleyes and go to movie mode. The image may appear to be moving from side to side
or up and down. Is it moving from side to side? y/n
read answer3
if [ $answer3 == 'n' ]
then
printf "0 1 0 0.05159\n0 -1 0 0.05159" > acqparams.txt
fi
if [ $answer3 == 'y' ]
then
printf "1 0 0 0.05159\n-1 0 0 0.05159" > acqparams.txt
fi
acqp="acqparams.txt"
fi
if [ $answer2 == 'y' ]
then
echo What is the name of the file?
read acqp
fi
echo Look at dim4 to find the number of volumes, what is this?
read volumnr
indx=""
for ((i=1; i<=$volumnr; i+=1)); do indx="$indx 1"; done
echo $indx > index.txt
echo Do you have a second b0 scan?
read answer4
if [ $answer4 == 'y' ]
then
echo What is the name of the file?
read b0_down
fslmerge -t b0_both b0_up $b0_down

topup --imain=b0_both --datain=$acqp --out=topup_result
eddy --imain=$dtiname --mask=$maskname --bvals=$dtiname.bval
--bvecs=$dtiname.bvec --acqp=$acqp --index=index.txt --out=eddy_corrected
--ref_scan_no=0 --ol_nstd=4 --verbose --topup=topup_result
fi
if [ $answer4 == 'n' ]
then
eddy --imain=$dtiname --mask=$maskname --bvals=$dtiname.bval --bvecs=$dtiname.bvec --acqp=$acqp
--index=index.txt --out=eddy_corrected --ref_scan_no=0 --ol_nstd=4 --verbose
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fi
bet eddy_corrected corrected_brain -F -f 0.2 -g 0 -m
dtifit --data=eddy_corrected --out=dti --mask=corrected_brain
--bvecs=eddy_corrected.bvec --bvals=eddy_corrected.bval
echo Does this look right in fsleyes?
read check

echo Which number volume contains the b0 scan? This is usually 0
read b0
printf -v b0_vol "%04d" $b0
mv vol$b0_vol.nii.gz b0_eddy_corrected.nii.gz
echo Would you like to register an overview scan? y/n
read answer5
if [ $answer5 == 'y' ]
then
echo What is the overview file named?
read nodif
flirt -in $nodif -ref b0_eddy_corrected -out nodif_registered -omat nodif_registered
fi
echo These steps are now finished, you can continue using FSL by running bedpostx followed by probtrackx,
or you may open Matlab to use StarTrack.
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B

FA histograms

(a) Volume 1, Right

(b) Volume 1, Left

(c) Volume 2, Right

(d) Volume 2, Left

(e) Volume 3, Right

(f) Volume 3, Left

(g) Volume 4, Right

(h) Volume 4, Left

(i) Volume 5, Right

(j) Volume 5, Left

Figure 11: Measured histograms at nerve root
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